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Basic Dimensions

You can easily add dimensionality to a Metric, Multi-Metric or Report in Metric
Insights.This allows you to collect and analyze results for each dimension, i.e., Dimension
Value. A dimensioned Element includes a separate tile and Chart or Report for each
Dimension Value for which data has been collected

For example, the dimension "Country," that is used in several examples that follow, has six
Dimension Values:

• Australia
• France
• Germany
• Russia
• Spain
• United Kingdom

Dimensions may have the following characteristics:

• Collect Dimension Values via a fetch command, entered manually or uploaded
from a CSV file

• Have a Parent Dimension as described here
• Stand alone (without a Parent)
• Be combined with another Dimension to form a Compound dimension as

described here
• Include an optional Total automatically computed for each of its dimensioned

Metrics

Additional information about Dimension Security can be found in the following articles:

• Grant Dimension Access to Users or Groups
• Grant Dimension Access using the Group Editor
• Grant Dimension Value Access
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Dimensioned Element Tiles on Homepage

1. From one Metric, 'Daily Sales' dimensioned by Country, a Tile is generated for each of
the six Country's dimension Value that has data and has not been set to "not show
as tile." See the article that explains how to: Expose a Hidden Tile for Dimension
Value.

2. Typically, the Dimension Value appears in the Element's Name shown on tiles and
Charts/Reports (for example, Australia in the image above).

Dimensioned Element's Chart

1. On the Chart, there is a Dimension Value button with an entry in its drop-down list
for each Dimension Value that has data.

2. The Chart displays data for one Dimension Value (in the example above: Australia).
The button is labeled with the Dimension Value that is currently opened.
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Dimension Value Definition

Each Dimension has one or more Dimension Values

In the example above, the Dimension Values grid shows six Countries in the Dimension Editor for
'Country'. You can add as many as necessary.

See one of the following articles for guidance on establishing Dimension Values:
Create a Dimension with Manually Entered Values
Create a Dimension with Automatically Collected Values

Dimension Totals
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If you have chosen to have totals for your Dimension, both of the following are generated for
Metrics only:

1. A 'Total' tile
2. A 'Total' Chart

NOTE: Dimensioned Reports do NOT have a total tile/chart.

Details about how to create totals for Metrics are included in Add Totals for Dimensions.
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Sourcing Dimension Values in Metric
Insights

Dimension Values can be sourced in two fundamentally different ways:

1 An Administrator can specify the allowed dimension values in advance, either by entering
them manually or by fetching them from an existing data source. If your metric and report
data include any dimension values that are not listed in the dimension editor, they will be
ignored.

For details on adding dimensions in advance:

• Create a Dimension with Manually Entered Values
• Create a Dimension with Automatically Collected Values
• Upload Dimension Values using a CSV File

2. If you don't want to specify the allowed dimension values in advance, you can simply
read them from your "Metric and Report Data" as it is collected. If your metric and report
data include any dimension values that are not already listed in the dimension editor, they
will be added to the list. You do not need to specify a metric or report -- Metric Insights will
collect dimension values from all metrics and reports when they are updated.

• How to add Dimensions Automatically
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Create a Dimension with Manually Entered
Values

Creating a Dimensioned element allows you to use one Metric or Report to generate
separate visualizations of your organization's individual divisions, subsidiaries or other
dimensions.

In order to create an Element that has dimensions, you must have established at least one
Dimension that is populated with its Dimension Values. For example, your organization
may do business in five countries, so a "Country" Dimension with a Dimension Value for
each Country (United States, France, China, Canada, Mexico).

PREREQUISITES:

Determine if you are going to enter Dimension Values manually or fetch them from a data
source (for example, using SQL):

• For manually-maintained Dimensions with a limited number of Dimension Values,
the easiest way is to create a new value is to use the Add Dimension Value data entry
form. If you are going to enter Dimension Values manually then follow the steps in
this article

• If your Dimension Values are maintained in a source system, consider automated
data collection. See Create a Dimension with Automatically Populated Values

• If you have a large number of manually-maintained Dimension Values, Upload
Dimension Values from a csv File

1. Access Content > Dimensions > [+ New Dimension]
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2. Specify Basic Dimension Information

In defining the new Dimension:

1. Name: should be unique and descriptive
2. Parent Dimension: For more information on Parent/Child Dimensions, refer to

Parent/Child Dimensions
3. Dimension Key Values are: specify whether numeric or text
4. Value Source: Identify how you want to collect Dimension Values for your new

Dimension. For this example, retain the default "Manual/CSV Data" since this
approach is the topic of this lesson.

5. Save this basic information to proceed with creating a Dimension.

The Dimension Editor opens.
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3. Page down to Dimension Values section

Click [+ New Dimension Value]

4. Define the Dimension Value

1. Enter the Key Value
2. Provide a Display Value that corresponds to its Key Value
3. Select "yes" to generate a Tile for this Dimension on the Homepage Value value or

"no" if no Tile should be created.

Save your changes.

Repeat this process to add as many Dimension Values as needed.
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5. New Entries are added to Dimension Values grid
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Create a Dimension with Automatically
Collected Values

This article outlines the process used to create a Dimension whose values are populated
automatically based on a data fetch command. While SQL specifically is used to fetch
Dimension Values, the process described below can be used for any automated fetch
method.

PREREQUISITES

Before starting this process, you should have a SQL statement or other fetch command
ready that returns two columns for the Dimension:

1. Key Value
2. Display Value

If you are defining a Child Dimension (Dimension with a parent) or a Compound Dimension
different columns are required. See Creating a Child Dimension or Create a Compound
Dimension using Selected Dimension Values for more details.

1. Access Content > Dimensions > [+ New Dimension]
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2. Enter Dimension Information

Provide the basic Dimension definition information, paying close attention to:

1. Name: should be unique and descriptive
2. Parent Dimension: for more information on Parent/Child Dimensions, refer to

Parent/Child Dimensions.
3. Dimension Key Values are: specify whether numeric or text. Set this based on how

the Dimension key is defined in your source system.
4. Value Source: from the drop-down list select how Dimension Values should be

collected. In this example, we are selecting 'Demo DB (SQL)' as a Value source
5. Specify a Bind Parameter name for your new Dimension. Setting this to match the

column name for the data in the source system makes writing fetch commands for
Dimensioned element easier.

6. Save this basic information to proceed with creating a Dimension.

The Dimension Editor opens.
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3. Create your Fetch Command

To define Dimension values using SQL:

1. SQL Statement: Write the data fetch command that should be used to collect the
Dimension Value data. The command should return one Key value and one
Descriptive value columns. If your Dimension does not have a key value, select the
descriptive value for both columns.

2. Validate your statement
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4. Validation the Sample Dimension Values and Collect
values

1. Upon successful validation, sample Dimension values will appear under the data
fetch command field

2. Click Collect values if the sample dimension values shown are as expected

5. Dimension Values list is populated
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Upload Dimension Values using a CSV File

Dimensions with a large number of Dimension Values can be populated directly from a CSV
file.

If you have a limited number of Dimension Values, the easiest way is to create a new value
is to follow the procedure described in this article: Create a Dimension with Manually
Entered Values.

For more information on creating a new Dimension see: Dimension Basics

PREREQUISITES:

SIMPLE Dimension: Confirm that the CSV file that you plan to use contains only two
columns:

• Key Value - format must conform to the Dimension Editor's setting of "Integer" or
"Text"

• Display Value

PARENT/CHILD Dimension: Confirm that the CSV file that you plan to use contains only three
columns:

• Child Dimension Key Value - format must conform to the Dimension Editor's setting
of "Integer" or "Text"

• Child Dimension Display Value
• Parent Dimension Key Value
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1. Access Content > Dimensions > [+ New Dimension]

1. Make sure that the <Dimension Name> Value Source field is set to 'Manual/CSV
Data'.

2. At the Dimension Values section click Load from file.

The Load From File pop-up opens.
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2. Select a file from your directory and import

1. Confirm that the Delimiter character is the same as in your CSV file
2. Select the CSV file containing your data from your local machine
3. Define the system behavior in case the file contains values previously added to

Dimension:
◦ 'Keep Existing Values': the uploaded value is ignored for existing values
◦ 'Update Existing Values': the uploaded value replaces the existing value

Once the required file is browsed, click Import.
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If necessary, download and modify our Sample CSV file

If you want to enter the Manual Metric value into a CSV file and you are unsure about its
format, click sample CSV file link to obtain a file into which you can enter data after saving it.

3. Review the results of Import
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NOTE: If any errors are encountered in the CSV file, the system will provide you with
information on the issues occurred.

1. Click OK to close the results pop-up
2. Click Cancel to close the Load from File pop-up and cancel file upload

4. Dimension Values Grid is populated

Newly uploaded values appear and may be edited directly from the Dimension Values Grid.
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Collecting Dimension Values from Metric
and Report Data

Metric Insights can automatically create new Dimension Values by simply taking them from
your Metric and Report Data as it is collected.

If your Metric and Report data include any Dimension Values that are not already listed in
the Dimension Editor, they will be added to the list. You do not need to specify a Metric or
Report -- Metric Insights will collect Dimension Values from all Metrics and Reports when
they are updated.

1. Access Content > Dimensions

At the bottom of the page click [+ New Dimension].
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2. Define the basics for the new Dimension

1. Value Source: Set this field to 'Metric and Report Data'
2. Bind parameter: Setting this to match the column name for the data in the source

system makes writing fetch commands for Dimensioned element easier
3. Include "Total" Dimension Value: Specify whether you want to include a total that

accumulates all data for each Measurement Time.
4. Save to proceed with creating a new Dimension

The Dimension Editor opens.
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NOTE: The 'Dimension Values' table in the Editor will be empty
or contain only the 'Total' value

As this is a new dimension, it has no dimension values except for Total per the settings set
above.

3. Create Metric or Report using this Dimension
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4. Collect or Update data for your Metric

5. Dimension is automatically populated with Dimension
Values

1. Return to the Dimension Editor of the Dimension you have created in Step 1.
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2. Note that new Dimension Values have been added to the table automatically.
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Define and Use an 'Other' Dimension Value

You may want to define a Dimension that enumerates only a limited set of the available
values, with the rest of the values grouped under a catch-all 'Other' Dimension value. For
example, you may have three key products that make up most of your business, while the
rest of the products can be collapsed into a single dimension. You can do this in Metric
Insights by writing a fetch command for your Dimension that creates this grouping.

This article shows you how to create, then use this Dimension when defining Metrics and
Reports. In this example, we define a Product Dimension and select three specific products
for Dimension values while assigning the rest of the products to an 'Other' Dimension
value.

1. Access Content > Dimensions

At the bottom of the screen click [+ New Dimension].

The Add Dimension pop-up opens.
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1.1. Complete the fields essential for creating a new Dimension

1. This example uses SQL as a Value Source.
2. Bind parameter: Setting this to match the column name for the data in the source

system makes writing fetch commands for Dimensioned element easier
3. Save to proceed with creating a new Dimension. Once Saved, the Dimension Editor

opens.

2. Create your Fetch command
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1. Note how the CASE statements are used to surface the three desired products and
to bucket the rest of the product into the "OTHER" Dimension with a key value of -1.

• The first CASE statement maps all product_id values to "-1" except for 9, 10, and 50.
• The second CASE statement selects the product names for the three products with

product_id of 9, 10, and 50 and groups the rest of the products under "OTHER".

2. Validate your Statement

2.1. Collect Dimension Values

1. If your statement is valid, the statement box is green; if there are any errors, the box
is colored in red and errors will be explained in the field below.

2. Examples of data records are displayed below the SQL statement. Confirm that
sample values shown in post-validation are the ones you have expected.

3. If the values returned Collect Data
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2.2. Dimension Values Grid will be populated

3. Write Element Data Fetch Commands for 'OTHER'
Mapping

When writing a fetch command for a Metric or Report that uses this Dimension, include the
same CASE statement logic used to select the key value for the Product Dimension.
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Add a Total or Subtotal to a Simple
Dimension

At the Dimension level, an Administrator can include a total that accumulates all data for
each Measurement Time. For Dimensioned Metrics, this results in a Total tile and chart
being generated. At a Dimensioned Metric level, you can exclude the display of the total tile
and chart if it does not "make sense" for a specific Metric.

In Version 4.1 Administrators have an ability to create a subtotal dimension value that is
made up summing subset of other dimension values.

While you can use this dimension with any element in Metric Insights - this feature does
not apply to Reports. Since Reports often show data across multiple dimensions and often
contain some data that is additive and some that is not, there is no logical method of
determining how to build the data set to support a Report's Dimension Total.

1. Open the Dimension Editor

1. Access the Info tab
2. Set Include "total" Dimension Value to 'yes'
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2. Configuring the position of a 'Total' Dimension Value

1. Navigate to the Advanced tab
2. Place "total" Dimension Value: Specify the position of the Dimension value

aggregating total results.

Save your changes.

Dimension Total added to Values grid
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"Total" Chart is now available along with other Dimension
Values options

3. Adding a Subtotal Dimension value

Сustom Subtotal Dimension Value aggregating the data of several selected Dimension Values
can be created within a Dimension.
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NOTE: The Subtotal Dimension Value can be added only if the 'total' dimension value has been
already created for this Dimension.

In our example, instead of reviewing daily sales data for all countries (Dimension Values) within
a 'Country' Dimension, a client may create a dimension value aggregating the data of those
countries which are a part of European Union:

1. Click [+ New Dimension Value]
2. The Add Dimension Value pop-up opens
3. Define this Dimension value as "Aggregate"
4. Provide the dimension value with a descriptive Name
5. Specify whether this aggregate Metric should be shown as a separate tile at the

Homepage

Save your entry.

3.1. Specify Dimension Values that should be included

1. Click Add Content
2. The Add Content to Custom Total pop-up opens
3. Check the boxes for Dimension Values whose data should be aggregated for a new

common value
4. Click Add Selected
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3.2. Save the changes made

3.3. A new Chart with aggregated data is now available in the
Dimension Values drop-down list and at the Homepage
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Set a Currency Prefix for a Dimension Value

Each Dimension Value can have its own Currency Prefix. This makes it possible for a
Measurement Value to be stated in the currency of the country in which the results
occurred.

When you are assigning a Currency Prefix to a Dimension Value, if the currency symbol you
require is not already defined in the system you may add it. See Add a New Currency Prefix.

Below is an illustration of the settings that control Currency Prefixes as well as the steps
required to assign a symbol to a Dimension Value.

1. Confirm that the Dimension Supports individual
Currency Prefixes

1. Open the Advanced tab of the Dimension Editor
2. Verify that Include individual currency prefix is set to 'yes'

This ensures that each Dimension Value can have its own Currency Prefix.
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2. Edit the Dimension Value

1. Open the Info tab
2. Page down to the Dimension Values section
3. Select the Dimension Value from the list and click the Gear icon (Edit Value) in the

respective row

The Edit Dimension Value pop-up opens.
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2.1. Open the Currency Prefix Pick-List

1. Default Currency Prefix is 'US Dollar'
2. You are free to select any other currency as prefix

Save your changes on the pop-up.

3. Changes are reflected in Dimension Values grid
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4. Verify the Currency symbol at the Chart

Do not forget to Update the Live Chart in the Metric Editor to see the result.

When the Chart is generated, you should see the new Currency Symbol at the Y-axis.
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Add a New Currency Symbol

Metric Insights instances are configured with the top 20 currencies in use worldwide. If you
require other currency symbols, these may be added whenever you Create or Edit a
Dimension Value. A Currency Prefix may be a symbol or a phrase.

PREREQUISITES:

A Dimension must be configured to allow a Currency Prefix to be associated with an
individual Dimension Value. See Set a Currency Prefix for Dimension Values for more
details.

1. Access Content > Dimensions > select a Dimension

From the Dimension Values table, access the currency symbol details for a dimension by either:

1. Editing an existing Dimension Value: Click the Gear icon in the respective row.
2. Creating a new Dimension Value: Click [+ New Dimension value] at the bottom of

the page.
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2. Initiate creating a new Currency

Move to the bottom of the Currency Prefix drop-down list and select the Add New Currency
option.

3. Add Currency pop-up will appear

1. Enter the symbol
2. Enter the country and currency name in the format: country: currency name

Save your entry.
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4. Your new Currency Prefix is added to a Dimension Value

Save the changes made.

5. Dimension Values grid reflects new Currency Prefix
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Mass Change to Dimension Values 'Show/
Hide' option

Although you can change values one by one when editing a selected Dimension Value, if
you want to change all Dimension Values at once to either show or hide their tiles from the
Homepage, there is a setting in the Dimension Editor to accomplish this.

1. Access Content > Dimension and select an existing
dimension

1. In the Info tab page down to the Dimension Values section
2. Note that only 3 Dimension Values in the Show as Tile column are set to 'Y', others

are set to 'N', meaning no tile will be shown at the Homepage for that Dimensioned
Chart.
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2. Confirm your intention to change all existing values

1. Open the Advanced tab and set the Dimension value "show as tile" default field to
'yes'

2. Click Save
3. Confirm your actions

3. All existing values are changed

1. Return to the Info tab
2. Confirm that all Dimension Values are now set to be shown as tiles
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Remove Dimensioned Metric Totals when
Measure is Changed from Additive

If a Measure is changed from Additive to Non-Additive, this feature automatically removes
the Total Dimension Values from all Metrics using this Measure (and vice versa).

1. Access Admin > Reference Objects > Measures

Select some Measure from the list.

The Measure Editor opens.
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2. Change the 'Values Additive' from Yes to No

Save your changes.

3. Confirm that 'Total' will be removed from listed
elements

Confirm your action by clicking OK in the warning message.
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Parent/Child Dimensions
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Understanding Parent/Child Dimensions

Establishing a hierarchical relationship between Dimensions provides the flexibility of giving
enriched context to results by not only collecting data for a Child Dimension but being able
to analyze the higher level results of a Parent with multiple Children.

Security can be granted to a Child Dimension in the same manner as any other Dimension
OR may be inherited based on permissions grated at the Parent level.

NOTE: If you grant a User access to a Dimension that has children, grandchildren or other
generations, the user receives cascading access to all of the Dimension's descendants in the
Family tree.

Dimension Structure (Access Content > Dimensions)

In the Dimensions table shown above, there are numbered examples of each type:

1. SIMPLE: Has no relationship to any other Dimension; that is, it stands alone.
2. PARENT: Another Dimension is designated as this Dimension's Parent

When creating a new Dimension, if you choose a Parent Dimension, a hierarchical
relationship is established.
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Parent Dimension

A Parent Dimension is defined in the same manner as any other Dimension.

NOTE: A Parent Dimension must have Dimension Values before it can be selected as a Parent
to any other Dimension.
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Child Dimension

A Child Dimension is defined in the same manner as any other Dimension. Its distinguishing
characteristic is that it has a Parent Dimension setting.

RULES:

1. A Child Dimension can be designated as a Parent Dimension for other Dimension
2. A Child Dimension can have a Parent Dimension specified even after it has

Dimension Values assigned

Example of Metric defined with Parent/Child Dimensions
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For Elements that are dimensioned by the Child Dimension, charts and reports are presented
based on the Child Dimension value selected. These Elements have two Dimension drop-
down lists:

1. The Parent Dimension drop-down list to the left
2. The Child Dimension drop-down list to the right

Based ont the selected Parent Dimension Value, the Child Dimension button's pick list only
shows only Dimension Values defined as belonging to the Parent Dimension Value

In the example above, "wine accessory" is highlighted and the values in the corresponding Child
Dimension's pick list are only wine accessories. The "bottle opener" is the selected as Child
Dimension Value and it is its Metric Chart being viewed.

Parent/Child Security

Only when you add Group or User access to a Parent/Child Dimension:

The Scope of Access setting offers three choices for the permissions granted to the User or
Group members:

1. All Dimension Values: All Dimension Values can be viewed
2. Specific Dimension Values: Only selected Dimension Values can be viewed
3. Inherited from Parent: Whatever access that Group or User already has to the

Parent Dimension (All or Selected) is inherited for the Child Dimension
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Create a Child Dimension with Values
Collected Automatically

In this example, a "Product Subcategory" Dimension is created with a parent of "Product
Category". While a SQL-based Data Source is specifically is used to fetch Dimension values,
the process described below can be used for any SQL or Plug-in Data Source.

The key to defining a Child Dimension is the additional requirement of obtaining the
Parent Dimension's Key Value when fetching or creating your Dimension Values. The
Parent Dimension's Key Value must match the key value defined for the Parent
Dimension, not the Display Value.

In this example, the Child Dimension (red wine, white wine, champagne) is mapped to a
Parent Dimension Value of (wine).

PREREQUISITES:

Before values for a Child Dimension can be collected, the Parent Dimension must first be
defined and populated with values. In this example, the 'Product Category' Dimension has
already been defined. See Create a Dimension with Automatically Collected Values

CAUTION: If you grant a User access to a Dimension that has children, grandchildren or
other generations, the user receives cascading access to all of the Dimension's descendants
in the Family tree
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1. Access Content > Dimensions

Scroll down to the bottom of the page and click [+ New Dimension].

2. Enter Basic Dimension Information

1. Enter a unique name for the Dimension
2. Select the Parent Dimension from the drop-down
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3. Select whether the Dimension key is stored as a numeric or text value (This should
match the Dimension key value format in your source system)

4. Choose a Data Source from the Value Source drop-down
5. Specify a Bind Parameter for your new Dimension (Setting this to match the column

name for the data in the source system makes writing fetch commands for
Dimensioned elements easier)

Save

3. Write and Validate a Dimension Value Data Fetch
Command

1. Write the SQL Statement for collecting Dimension data. This command must return
exactly 3 columns:

• Dimension Key Value
• Dimension Display Value
• <Parent Dimension Key Value>: This is how you identify which parent Dimension each

child Dimension value falls under.

2. Validate: click this button to verify that your SQL statement is valid
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4. Review Sample Values

1. If your statement is valid, the statement box is green; if there are any errors, the box
is colored in red and errors will be explained in the field below.

2. Examples of data records are displayed below the SQL statement. Confirm that
sample values shown in post-validation are the ones you have expected.

3. Collect Values

5. Click-Through Collected Data Count Notification
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ERROR PROCESSING FOR PARENT/CHILD DimensionS:

If you attempt to validate the fetch command when the Parent Dimension was not populated.:

1. The first few rows of the result set are displayed
2. You receive a message 'You can validate this fetch command because the parent

Dimension does not have any values'

If some (but not all) values fetched can not be validated:

1. This is considered a successful validation (green) with the first 3 matching values
shown in the results preview grid.

2. Below the grid, the following text is shown in black if any values are discarded on
validation: "One or more returned records were discarded because they did not
match a parent Dimension value. Click on the 'Collect Dimension Values' button
below to see a list of discarded values."

If no records can be validated, the error message "None of the returned rows could be matched
with existing parent Dimension values" is displayed followed by: "First Row Returned: ......." and
show the result set from the first fetched record.

6. Review the Dimension Values List

Scrolling down the Dimension Editor reveals the list of Dimension Values. Note that each Child
Dimension Value appears in the table sorted by Parent Dimension Value.
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Collect Values Manually for a Child
Dimension

If you have a situation where your Dimension is part of a parent hierarchy; for example,
Products that are part of a Product Groups, you can use Metric Insights' parent/child
Dimension capabilities to form this relationship. Any Dimension that has a Parent is
considered a Child Dimension.

PREREQUISITE:

• An existing Parent Dimension that contains Dimension Values.
• This example also assumes that a Child Dimension has already been created. See

Create a Child Dimension with Automatically Collected Values and Understanding
Parent/Child Dimensions for more information.

EXAMPLE: In the sample below, "Product Category" is the Parent Dimension and "wine-
dimension" is the Child Dimension. "Product Category" already has several Dimension
Values created.

NOTE: If you grant a User access to a Dimension that has children, grandchildren or other
generations, the user receives cascading access to all of the Dimension's descendants in the
Family tree.
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1. Access Content > Dimensions > select a Child Dimension
from the list

At the bottom of the page click [+ New Dimension Value].

2. Enter Dimension Value

For each new Dimension Value, enter:

1. Select a Parent Dimension Value from the drop-down list
2. Enter the Key Value
3. Provide a Display Value that corresponds to its Key Value
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4. Select whether the system should generate a Tile for this Dimension Value
automatically; If 'no' is chosen, the only way to obtain a tile is to make this Dimension
Value's chart a Favorite

Save your changes.

3. Dimension Value is added to Dimension Values grid

4. To add using a CSV file, you must add at least one
dimension manually for' Load from File' button to appear

1. Select Load from file button to access the Load popup
2. Confirm that the Delimiter character is the same as in your CSV file
3. Select the CSV file containing your data from your local machine
4. Import
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4.1. Review load results

1. Click OK to return to Dimension Editor
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Create a Dimension with a Child Dimension
as its Parent

An existing Child Dimension may be designated as the Parent for a new Dimension.

NOTE: If you grant a User access to a Dimension that has children, grandchildren or other
generations, the user receives cascading access to all of the Dimension's descendants in the
Family tree.

An example of a Parent/Child Dimension

This example demonstrates a Parent/Child Dimension with 'Car Models' being a Child
Dimension.

1. At the top right corner of the screen click the Plus (+) button to add a new Dimension
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1. Define the new Dimension

1. Name the new Dimension
2. Choose a Parent Dimension that serves as a Child Dimension in another example.

(In our case it is 'Car Models' from the example above)
3. Set Include "Total" Dimension Value to "Yes" (since the Parent also has a Total)

When settings are complete, Save the new Dimension. A new Dimension Editor opens.
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2. Add Dimension Values

Scroll down to the bottom of the page, find the Dimension Values section and click [+ New
Dimension Value].

The Add Dimension Value pop-up opens.

2.1. Define Dimension Values
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1. Choose a Parent Dimension Value from the drop-down list (in our example: 'Car
Model')

2. Enter a unique Key Value
3. Enter a Display Value (this will default to the Key value)

Save your entries.

Repeat this process until all desired Dimension Values are entered.

Alternatively, Dimension Values can be collected automatically. For more details refer to: Create
a Child Dimension with Values Collected Automatically

3. Result

1. Create an element dimensioned by the Child Dimension. Open the Element's Chart
or Report Dimensioned by the new Dimension

2. Notice that the Parent Dimension drop-box includes a 'Car Models Total'
3. Check Child Dimension Values. Notice that the Child Dimension drop-box includes a

Total for the Car Model
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Compound Dimensions
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Understanding Compound Dimensions

A Compound Dimension is created by combining all or selected Dimension Values from
two existing Dimensions. A Metric or a Report may be Dimensioned using a Compound
Dimension. As a result, an instance of the element for each Compound Dimension
Values fetched in a Result Set.

When creating a new Compound Dimension, one of the Dimensions is designated as the
Primary and the other as the Secondary Dimension.

Instructions for creating a new Compound Dimension are found here: Create a
Compound Dimension with Selected Values

Example of a Compound Dimension's settings
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Sample resulting Report

NOTE: This example shows the Primary Dimension drop-down list and the Secondary
Dimension drop-down list.
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Create a Compound Dimension (for all or
selected Dimension Values)

A Compound Dimension is created by combining all or selected Dimension Values from two
existing Dimensions. A Metric and Report may be Dimensioned using a Compound
Dimension that results in creating of an instance of the element for each combination of
Dimension Values fetched in a Result Set.

When creating a new Compound Dimension, one of the Dimensions is designated as the
Primary and the other as the Secondary Dimension. Only 'bulk loading', that is,
automatically collecting all values with one query, is supported. As with any Dimensions,
Dimension Values may also be entered manually or uploaded from a CSV file.

1. Access Admin > Contents > Dimension

At the bottom of the page click [+New Dimension].

The Add Dimension pop-up opens.
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2. Provide basic information for a new Compound
dimension (using data from Tableau)

1. Set Combines existing dimension to 'Yes'
2. Select Primary Dimension and Secondary Dimension
3. Include: Define how you want your Dimension Values table to be populated. Define

how you want your Dimension Values table to be populated.
◦ values generated from element data: the table is populated by the system.

This solution allows creating Dimension Values "on the fly" as elements using
this Dimension are run. This generates the list of Dimension Values based on
the combinations of the two Dimensions that have actual data.

◦ selected values: control what compound values should be added to this
dimension. If you include "Selected Values", then you will need to provide a
list of dimension values in order to complete the definition of this dimension.

4. Assign access from component dimensions to grant access to this Composite
Dimension:

◦ 'Yes': Any user with permission to access BOTH the Primary and the
Secondary Dimensions automatically receives access to instances of this
Composite Dimension where the combination of the Primary and Secondary
Dimension Values; that is, if the User has full access to both included
Dimensions, then all instances are visible to the user. If the user has selected
Dimension Values access to either of the Dimensions, the access is only
granted to the combined instances where the user has access to both
Dimension Values

◦ 'No': A user must be granted access to the Composite Dimension in the same
manner as to any other Dimension
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Save your entry.

The Dimension Editor opens.

3. Adding Dimension Values

[Option 1] Selected Dimension Values
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1. Include: choose to add 'selected values'
2. Scroll down to the bottom of the page and click [+ New Value]
3. The Add Compound Dimension Value screen opens.
4. Add Compound Values by selecting (pairing) them from the Primary Dimension

Value and Secondary Dimension Value drop-down lists.
5. Save your combination and it will appear in the Dimension Values table.

You can keep adding values one-by-one or upload them as a CSV file (see below).

Uploading selected values via a CSV file

1. Click Load from file button below the Compound Dimension Values table.
2. The Load from File pop-up opens.
3. Confirm that the Delimiter character is the same as in your CSV file
4. Select the CSV file containing your data from your local machine.
5. Click Import

NOTE: If you want to enter the remaining values via a CSV file and you are unsure about its
format, click sample CSV file link to obtain a file into which you can enter data after saving it.
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NOTE: If any errors are encountered in the CSV file, the system will provide you with
information on the issues occurred

1. Click OK to close the results pop-up
2. Click Cancel to close the Load from File pop-up and cancel file upload

All the successfully processed values are going to be added to the Compound Dimension
Values table.

[Option 2] Generate values from new dimensioned
Elements

1. Include: select to add 'values generated from element data'
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2. The Compound Dimension Values section is going to be empty. It is going to be
populate automatically after you create an element using this Dimension Value.

Create an element using this Dimension

1. Create a Dimensioned element using the Compound Dimension. See Creating
Dimensioned Metrics and Reports for more instructions.

2. Fetch the data for your element. In the given example we use a SQL database as a
Data Source, so wee need to construct a SQl statement. You can also provide the
element content via Manual data / CSV file or via Plugin command for elements
sourced from external services.

3. Save and update your element
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Compound Dimension values are going to be automatically
populated

Return to the compound dimension you have created in the first steps.

The Compound Dimension Values table should be populated with new values.
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